PROOF. We identify M with MXI. We make use of the following auxiliary maps: for each 3, define
We note that if a? is an element of TS(V), then ƒ(*) is an element of iV"(&)fWX(0, 1)CC.
Since C is a cell we can define a homotopy G: CXI-+C so that
(2) G(x, 0)=*. (3) 3 sGikf X(0, 1) such that G(x, 1) =«, for all xGC. We now can define the desired homotopy H:
The continuity of ƒ follows from that of G, so all that remains to be shown is that H(x, t)EU', for all x& V, V J£ J.
^GF=^ Tra(tf) G 7ra(F) =>ƒ(»«(*)) G C C\ M X (0, 1)

=*G(fvê(x),t) ecnB°=* that/-1 is defined and f-^G (fir s(x), t)]ef~l(C)C UC U'XQ, l].
ThusPCf-^GCM*), *)])=#(*, 0G^. 
F is continuous, for suppose there is a sequence, x ni of points in Int M which converge to xÇ.dM. Let €>0 be given. By the continuity of/, 3 N? n>N=*d(Jn(x) 9 f(x)) <e/2. Then for such n,
d(F(fin),F(x)) = d(h(x n ),f(x)) £ d(h(x n ),f(x n )) + d(f(x n ),f(x)) < e.
Thus, by Lemma 2, F/dM=f/dM is a UV 00 map. Armentrout's approximation theorem [l] and results of E. E. Floyd [5] make it possible to prove the corresponding result for three manifolds: For such M, if/: M->M is a proper map such that//Int M is cellular, then f/dM is cellular.
